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The Who'd Have Thought lt lnn, St Dominick
The Who'd Have Thought lt lnn, St Dominick
Dodo
Some poor soul, as yet unidentified

First of all, to echo last week's hash
mag comments, there was a fine Hash
turnout for Slush's wedding reception
last Saturday. We all had a great time,
though none more so than Footloose,
who led Dogcatcher a merry dance for
most of the evening.

I understand that a rather inebriated
Glani, Posh Pinny, Nipple Deep and
Dildo were "poured" into the car at the
end of the evening.

As a hash, we presented the happy
couple with an olive tree and a John
Lewis voucher.

I'll leave you to provide your own
caption for the following photo, suftice to
say Slush is looking very pleased with
himself...
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On to the hash, set from Pork Hill car park. Sadly, the low cloud and mist prevented us
from enjoying what is normally a fine view west towards civilisation (Cornwall), but this did
not stop us enjoying a great hash. lndeed it was rated as "the best hash ever," according
to an effusive Scrotey, though his involvement as a hare may just have swayed his
judgement.
It is worth noting the said Scrotey's selfless dedication to hashing in setting the route. He
is, as we are all tired of hearing, unfortunate enough to be gluten intolerant, and this
resulted in his having to don special PPE whilst laying the evil gluten-laden flour. Funds
did not it seems stretch lo 12 bags of GF alternative dust. Meanwhile, sidekick Gannet
was proud to announce that she had completed 33589 steps during the day!

The most amusing moment was before we'd even started, when On the Khazi, taking his
turn to use the traditional toilet bush, momentarily lost his concentration and accidentally
impaled a very delicate part of his anatomy on the gorse! With that name you might think
he would be a urination expert, but no. He remained in clear "discomfort" for the rest of
the evening, leaving Naughty Boy in hysterics!
The shorts all made it back before any longs had appeared. This disparity might be
explained by the description of the hash by Dodo (whose knees are apparently
"buggered"), ag being "a very sociable, short hash", "relaxed" and "not a lot of effort". I
can confirm that the longs visited enough tors and streams on their rather more testing
route to have a rather different but nonetheless positive view.
This hash also witnessed the return of Borat, after an absence of about 8 months. ln that
time he has grown a ponytail, which according to Chopper made him "unrecognisable from
behind."
A few administrative notes:

.
o
.

The Roscoff trip has been postponed until April.
Lost is organising a cycling day on the CamelTrail, on 7 October.
All are welcome to join the canoeing on the Tamar this Saturday coming
Hurricane for details.

- see

Selected quotesfroin ttre O[Do!m:
Naughty Boy: "So Sausage Pincher is your hash name?"
Hurricane: "l feel like a slug."

Posh Pinny: "l was a little fuzzy headed in the morning. Never mix your grapes."
Glani: "Look at all the wusses using their headtorches."

Slush: "Nipple Deep will be buggered 'til Christmas."
Biff: "lt's such a long time since I had something long and curly."
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